


Preparation & Intention
Heart of the Shamans  is a rapturous integration of earth and celestial sound medicine that 
unleashes our perception of the self as being one with all Creation. We are deeply honored 
to share these ceremonial medicine songs with you. We invite you to relax in a quiet setting 
where you can open yourself to the soundscapes and ponder your vision or intention. 
Creating a sanctuary of personal meaning, lighting a candle and burning offerings of 
gratitude lend a sense of the sacred to your journey. A characteristic of trance music is that 
we embody something with the unknown. Opening to the curative powers of this music can 
elicit a deep, quiescent state of meditation and can also increase creative potential. When it 
generates a trance state, it is highly interactive, passionate, visionary and profoundly joyful 
as the soul’s medicine dissolves our sense of separation. Like meditation it also increases 
life energy, a sense of wholeness, connection and equanimity.

1. Ceremony of the Heart
2. Cosmic Soul Lotus
3. Healing Fire Breath
4. Temple of the Goddess                                                           
5. Ecstatic Grounding                                                        
6. Sacred Blessing
7. Jaguar Dreaming (Medicina mix)
8. Roots of the Earth (Medicina mix)

8:48
6:06
6:34
3:16
6:28
7:56
16:08
16:40
71:56 total



The Journey & Ritual
Heart of the Shamans  is a voyage through the energy centers of the body. Beginning with the 
first track, “Ceremony of the Heart,” we set our heart’s intention and direction; then ascend 
and expand into the “Cosmic Soul Lotus.” Transcendent frequencies are then embodied in 
a purifying fire ceremony in “Healing Fire Breath,” quickening our life energy and healing 
potential. “Temple of the Goddess” opens and unifies our awareness into compassionate being; 
we then ground our inner vision for manifestation in “Ecstatic Grounding.” In Track 6, “Sacred 
Blessing,” we root the medicina of our soul into the earth and make offerings in her honor.

Suggested Hand Mudras
As an option, hand mudras may be helpful to our inner experiences with this music, giving physical 
points of reference and flowing an increase of energy through the body. For example, if the 
music directs our awareness to the heart, placing our hands over the heart ignites this center and 
embodies vibrations of love and wisdom within us.

Track 1 - hands over the heart   Track 2 - hands in open lotus above head
Track 3 - hands anywhere for healing  Track 4 - palms held in front of body
Track 5 - hands over belly    Track 6 - open hands held out in offering 

Following these six tracks are two additional remixes from the first Liquid Bloom album 
Shaman’s Eye, specifically for trance journeying. Their multi-layered currents of sound and 
chanting, woven around the steady heartbeat of theta rhythms, have been remixed to embrace 
Ixchel Prrisma’s medicine songs.



The Origins
Following in the footsteps of the Shaman’s Eye 
album, Bente Darma Friend was inspired by her 
healing practice to create an extended musical 
journey for spiritual awakening. In 2006 Rara 
Avis came to New Mexico to join Amani Friend 
in the studio for a month to focus solely on this 
project. New Mexico, alive with an ancient lineage 
of guiding spirits and elders, is a traditional 
birthing place for inspiration and magic. With 
Bente Darma’s direction, Amani and Rara created a 
framework, translating the cycle of energy centers 
into soundscapes and sound design. The exquisite 
expressions of the musicians and vocalists gathered 
were gradually recorded and arranged into a mosaic 
of sound and spirit, amplifying each phase of the 
journey. On New Years Eve, 2012, Amani met Ixchel 
Prrisma in Guatamala. Two more years passed while 
integrating Ixchel’s ceremonial medicine songs into 
our visionary collaboration and finalizing all the 
elements, including the two remixed trance tracks 
from the original Shaman’s Eye album.     



Song Translations
Track 1. Ceremony of the Heart :  “MAHK JCHI”

A hundred years have passed. Yet I hear the distant beat of  my father’s drums. 
I hear his drums throughout the land. His beat I feel within my heart. 

The drum shall beat, so my heart shall beat. 
And I shall live a hundred thousand years. 
(By Ulali, from the Tutelo / Saponi people)

Track 3. Healing Fire Breath :  “AGUA DE ESTREALLAS”
In your infinite eyes of  water the stars are bathing, mother, water of  light, 

water of  stars. Pachamama you come from heaven. Cleanse, cleanse, 
cleanse the heart, brilliant water. Heal, heal, heal the heart, 

blessed water. Calm, calm, calm the heart, water from heaven, 
mother. Ayayayaya Ayahuascita. Sing your song Ayayamama. 

Madreciata heal your children. Ayayayaya Ayahuascita. 
Heal my heart. Sing your song Ayayamama.

Track 5. Ecstatic Grounding :  “CURA”
I am of  the earth, I am of  the stars. 

I am of  Pachamama, and I live in my heart. 
Strong roots, deep roots, roots always in Pachamama. 

Grandmother, sweet mother, heal. 
Grandmother, sweet mother, heal my heart. 

Grandfather, smoke prayers, heal. 
Grandfather, smoke prayers, heal my heart.



Track 7. Jaguar Dreaming (Medicina mix)
Jaguar Chinchay waya; Jaguar dreams; Walk with me. (WEST)

Sister Condor, Brother Eagle; Condor kisses; Dance with me. (EAST)
Hummingbird, Ancestors; Hummingbird kisses; Fly with me. (NORTH)

Serpent, Kunti wayra; Serpent kisses; Dream with me. (SOUTH)

Track 8. Roots of the Earth (Medicina mix)

“GAYATRI MANTRA”
Throughout all of  existence “That” essential nature Illuminating existence is the Adorable One. 
May all beings perceive with subtle intellect the magnificent brilliance of  enlightened awareness.

“AYAHUASCA TAKIMUYKI”
Mama ayahuasca, I am singing to you. (x2)

Your Medicine is always clear. It leaves my body sweeter.
First Blossom ayahuasca I am singing to you...  Healer ayahuasca I am singing to you...

Chacruna ayahuasca I am singing to you...  Starry ayahuasca I am singing to you...
Vision Painter ayahuasca I am singing to you...  Roots ayahuasca I am singing to you...

Heart ayahuasca I am singing to you...  Flowers ayahuasca I am singing to you...
Celestial ayahuasca I am singing to you...  Of  the Tribes ayahuasca I am singing to you...

Healer ayahuasca I am singing to you...
Your Medicine is always clear. It leaves my body sweeter.



Sound Alchemists:
Amani Friend - overall production, sound design, composition, pads, didgeridoo, percussion, shakers, jaw’s harp, 
    nature recordings, gongs & bells
Rara Avis - pads, deep mantra chants, overtone singing, spoken word
Ixchel Prrisma - medicine songs, sacred chants, channeled prayers, mantras, spoken word
Sarah West - angelic vocals and tones, spoken word
Robert Mirabal - Native American flutes, spoken word
Aum Prakash - whistles, charango, mantras, jaw’s harp
Bente Darma Friend - spoken word
Domonic Dean Breaux - silver flute
Steve Landsberg - surbahar and tamboura
James Cunané - shamanic smoke breath
David Dunn - nature recording of  pond insects

Album Production:
Album produced by Amani Friend for White Swan Records 
Album intention, inspiration and text written by Bente Darma Friend
Original painting on cover “Vine of  Spirits” by Vajra
Graphic design and packaging layout by Amani Friend
Produced, Mixed and Mastered at Global Dragon Studio (Santa Fe, NM)
© & (P) Global Dragon 2014 (ASCAP) 
All Rights to the master recording licensed exclusively to White Swan Records.

We would like to express our sincere gratitude to all the talented musicians and vocalists who have contributed their masterful art to 
this project. We are grateful this album has become a unique and selfless offering to the world, helping inspire healing energy and 
assisting in ceremony, prayer, meditation and creativity. Deepest bows of  respect to the lineage holders and ancient wisdom carriers of  
the traditional cultures that are woven into the fabric of  this collaboration. Thank you to Vajra for allowing us to use his amazing artwork 
for the cover design, to our White Swan family for always supporting such medicinal music, and to Craig Kohland for his support and 
friendship over the years.
A portion of all proceeds from this album will be given to the Paititi Institute




